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- Prevents software aging
- Improves:
  - Design
  - Understandability
  - Maintainability
  - Developer’s productivity
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Refactoring Tactics

- **Floss Refactoring:**
  - Frequent
  - Mixed with other program changes

- **Root-Canal Refactoring:**
  - Infrequent
  - Lengthy
  - Hardly any other program changes
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  - Mining the Commit Log
  - Analyzing Code Histories
  - Observing Programmers
  - Logging Refactoring Tool Use
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Analyzing Code Histories

- Analyzing versions of source code
- Problems:
  - Manual inspection is slow and error-prone
  - Comparing non-consecutive versions
  - Tools only recognize limited number of refactorings
  - Tools use heuristics
- Assumptions:
  - Adequate granularity in code history
  - Appropriate window of observation
  - Heuristics are parameterized correctly
Observing Programmers

- Direct observation: controlled experiment

- Problems:
  - Controlled experiments are expensive
  - Bad external validity of controlled experiments

- Indirect observation relies on memory of developers

- Assumptions:
  - Developers recall refactorings accurately
  - Frequent refactorings
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Observing Programmers

- Direct observation: controlled experiment
- Indirect observation: survey
- Problems:
  - Controlled experiments are expensive
  - Bad external validity of controlled experiments
  - Indirect observation relies on memory of developers
- Assumptions:
  - Developers recall refactorings accurately
  - Frequent refactorings
  - External validity
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Logging Refactoring Tool Use

- Use log files of automated refactoring tools
- Problems:
  - Requires extensive log files
  - Can’t track manual refactorings
- Assumptions:
  - Developers use tools for refactoring
Strength and Weaknesses

- Implicit/Explicit
- Accuracy and Precision
- Context
- Fidelity
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Ref-Finder

- Prete et al. (2010)
- Analyzing versions of source code
- Supports 63 refactorings
- Logic rules
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Ref-Finder Description

- Input: Two versions of a program
- Basic facts
  - i.e. method(methodFullName, methodShortName, typeFullName)
- Deleted_ und added_ facts
- Similarbody facts
- Refactorings are rules
- Topological sort
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Ref-Finder Example Rule

Example

- `deleted_method(mFullName, mShortName, t1FullName)` ∧
- `added_method(newmFullName, mShortName, t2FullName)` ∧
- `similar_body(newmFullName, newmBody, mFullName, mBody)` ∧
- `NOT(equals(t1FullName, t2FullName))`
Ref-Finder Example Rule

Example

- deleted_method(mFullName, mShortName, t1FullName) ∧
- added_method(newmFullName, mShortName, t2FullName) ∧
- similar_body(newmFullName, newmBody, mFullName, mBody) ∧
- NOT(equals(t1FullName, t2FullName))
- → move_method(mShortName, t1FullName, t2FullName)
Nine of 72 refactorings are not detected
- Including “Substitute Algorithm”
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Ref-Finder Problems: Wrong precision

- **Precision** = \( \frac{|E \cap R|}{|R|} \)
- **Recall** = \( \frac{|E \cap R|}{|E|} \)

**TABLE VI: Results from jEdit, Columba, and Carol (\( \sigma = 0.85 \))**

| Versions | \( |R| \) | \( |E| \) | Prec. | Recall | Types of identified refactorings | Time (min) |
|----------|-------|-------|------|-------|-------------------------------|------------|
| 3.0-3.0.1 | 10    | 9     | 0.75 | 0.78  | remove parameter(1), add parameter(2), **replace magic number with constant**(4), extract method(3) | 0.87       |
| 3.0.1-3.0.2 | 1    | 1     | 1.00 | 1.00  | remove parameter(1)           | 0.67       |
| 3.0.2-3.1  | 214   | 10    | 0.45 | 1.00  | **change unidirectional to bidirectional association**(3), replace magic number with constant(7), replace parameter with method(4), replace nested conditional with guard clauses(3), hide delegate(4), introduce null object(4), change bidirectional to unidirectional association(1), separate query from modifier(1), consolidate conditional expression(7), remove middle man(4), replace exception with test(1), inline method(5), remove parameter(89), add parameter(73), extract method(4), move method(4) | 12.37      |

**Figure:** Ref-Finder precision (Source: Prete et al.)
Ref-Finder Problems: Wrong precision

- Precision = \( \frac{|E \cap R|}{|R|} \)
- Recall = \( \frac{|E \cap R|}{|E|} \)

| \( |R| \) | \( |E| \) | Prec. | Recall |
|---|---|---|---|
| 10 | 9  | 0.75 | 0.78 |
| 1  | 1  | 1.00 | 1.00 |
| 214 | 10 | 0.45 | 1.00 |

**Figure**: Ref-Finder precision (Source: Prete et al.)
Ref-Finder Problems: Questionable Recall

Recall:

“Since it is hard to find known refactorings, we ran REF-FINDER using similarity threshold $\sigma = 0.65$ and manually inspected randomly chosen refactorings until we found 10 correct refactorings. We then measured a recall against this data set at a more reasonable threshold, $\sigma = 0.85$.”

— Prete et al.
Xing and Strouliia (2005)
- Structural-differencing algorithm
- Name-similarity and Structure-similarity heuristics
- Supports 33 Refactorings
RefactoringCrawler

- Dig et al. (2006)
- Syntactic analysis using Shingles encoding
- Semantic analysis
- Supports seven Refactorings
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Further possibilities: Time pressure and releases
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“The other time you should avoid refactoring is when you are close to a deadline. At that point the productivity gain from refactoring would only appear after the deadline and thus be too late.”
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Recommendation

“The other time you should avoid refactoring is when you are close to a deadline. At that point the productivity gain from refactoring would only appear after the deadline and thus be too late.”

— Martin Fowler

- Studies equate time pressure with major releases
- Questionable for Open-source software
Further possibilities: Bug-inducing vs. Bug-fix-inducing changes

- Are refactorings really responsible for bugs?
- Or do they help finding bugs?
Summary

- There are four basic methods to gather empirical data about refactoring
- Tools to detect refactorings are necessary but flawed
- Goal: How valid are the results of refactoring studies?
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